2019
A YEAR TO REMEMBER

4,000+
EPC SEPA scheme participants

527+
million citizens

146
billion electronic payments per year

More about SEPA Payment statistics

36 countries
As of March 2019, the Principality of Andorra and the Vatican City State / the Holy See are part of the geographical scope of the Single Euro Payments Area (SEPA) payment schemes.

SEPA INSTANT CREDIT TRANSFER

2084 payment service providers have already joined the scheme.

2 Years Old
22 Countries

ESTIMATED SHARE OF SCT INST VOLUMES IN TOTAL CT* VOLUMES

51% of European PSPs have joined the scheme

The SCT Inst scheme generally counts PSPs with the most significant electronic payment volumes in their countries among its participants.

Amendment to the maximum amount per SCT Inst transaction to 100,000 euros effective as of 1 July 2020. Convenient for B2B transactions!

MORE EPC ACHIEVEMENTS:

The launch of the SEPA Proxy Lookup (SPL) service
Finalised documentation supporting the standardisation of a number of EIPP servicing messages
Publication of the "RTP: Specifications for a standardisation framework"
Publication of the Mobile Initiated SEPA (Instant) Credit Transfer Interoperability Guidance
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